Abstract. In order to improve unlimited TTS, a framework to organize the multiple perceived units into discourse is proposed in [1] . To make an unlimited TTS system, we must transform the original text to the text with corresponding boundary breaks. So we describe how we predicate prosody from Text in this paper. We use the corpora with boundary breaks which follow the prosody framework. Then we use the lexical and syntactic information to predict prosody from text. The result shows that the weighted precision in our model is better than some speakers. We have shown our model can predict a reasonable prosody form text.
Introduction
In order to improve the prosody of unlimited TTS, a framework to organize the multiple perceived units into discourse is proposed in [1] . Some preceding study regards fluent speech as a succession of independent sentences. If we only apply succession of discreet and often declination intonations to unlimited Mandarin Chinese TTS (text-to-speech synthesis), the unlimited TTS can not produce satisfactory fluent speech prosody. However in our framework, these units are not equal for perception. Some perceived units are grouped by a higher-level unit. The higher-level unit governs and constrains the lower-level units. Lower-level units in different position presented different acoustic patterns rather than being regarded as the same prosodic unit. In other word, this is a hierarchical framework. As Figure 1 illustrated, these units located inside different levels of boundary breaks across speech flow. The boundaries are annotated using a labeling system that annotated small to large boundaries with a set of five break indices. i.e., B1-B5. The framework can also be viewed as a tree-branching organization of multi-phrase prosody. From bottom up, the layered nodes are syllables (SYL), prosodic words (PW), prosodic phrases (PPh) or utterances, breath group (BG) and prosodic phrase groups (PG). These constituents are, respectively, associated with break indices B1-B5. Table 1 . Index of Break Hierarchy and Transcription Consistency B1 denotes syllable boundary at the SYL layer where usually no perceived pauses exist. B2 is a perceived minor break at the PW layer. B3 is a perceived major break at the PPhs layer. B4 denotes a boundary break when the speaker is out of breath and takes a full breath and breaks at the BG layer. B5 is when a perceived trailing-to-afinal-end occurs and the longest break follows. Table 1 shows the definition of all breaks and the characteristics of those. When acoustic parameters of unlimited TTS are strung into speech flow, they must adjust and modify to derive satisfactory fluent speech prosody. How acoustic parameters adjust and modify is according to which level of boundary breaks they located inside. To make an unlimited TTS system, we must transform the original text to the text with corresponding boundary breaks. So we describe how we predicate prosody from Text in this paper.
To predict prosody from text we need the corpora with boundary breaks. We describe the corpora we used in more detail in Section 2. The prosody production models are described in the section 3. The section 4 shows experimental results.
Materials Used--Text VS. Speech Corpora
COSPRO 01 and 05 speech data from Sinica COSPRO Database [2] were used. COSPRO 01 contains 599 paragraphs (24803 syllables in total) ranging from 2-character simple sentences up to 181-character complex sentences. COSPRO 05 consisted of readings of 26 paragraphs (11592 syllables in total) of text ranging from 85 to 981 characters per paragraph rearranged from the COSPRO 01 for frequency and phonetic controls. The two sets of text overlapped 88%. Four native untrained speakers (2 males M01, M02 and 2 females F01, F02) read the COSPRO 01 at the average speech rate of 304 ms/syllable in COSPRO 01. Another two radio announcers (1 male and 1 female) read the 26 longer paragraphs at the average speaking rate of 200 ms/syllable in COSPRO 05. Segmental identities were first automatically labeled using the HTK toolkit and SAMPA-T notation, then hand tagged by trained transcribers for perceived boundary breaks using the Sinica COSPRO Toolkit [3] . All labeling was also spot-checked by trained transcribers.
The majority of PWs were disyllabic (67%) and tri-syllabic (25%) [4] . Although the length of PPhs are mostly under 10, the variations of PPhs were more complicated than PWs. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the length of PPhs in COSPRO 01. The length of PPhs seems not a suitable feature to predict the PPhs. Instead syntactic structures are somewhat related to the structures of PPhs. They do have some common patterns shown in the prosodic structure annotated speech data and syntactic annotated text. For instance, the prosody structure of the sentence "中油公 司高級主管昨天表示" is shown in Figure 3 and its syntactic structure is shown in Figure 4 . The first PPh is coincident with the NP structure and the second PPh is a partial VP structure. Our predicting models are trained from the prosodic and syntactic structure aligned parallel corpora. We will present our prediction models in more details in Section 3. 
The Model for Predicting Prosody from Text
We propose a series of bottom up models to predict prosody from text. We use word segmentation program (http://rocling.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/wordsegment.htm), POS tagger and Chinese parser [5] to retrieve the syntactic and lexical information of sentences for training and applying our models. The major features used in our models include lexical words, part-of-speeches (POS), syntactic structures, and lengths. Prediction of B1 is obvious, since character boundaries are natural boundaries of SYL in Chinese. For predicting PWs, length of the word and POS are two essential features. Since there is no gold standard for PW, a consistency checking with human speeches is performed. An average performance of 90% F-score is achieved for PW prediction. Comparing with the average consistency F-score of 92% among human speakers, the model performs quite well. The detail PW model is in [4] . For PPh prediction, A conditional probability of a location X to be a PPh boundary B3 was proposed to model the production of PPhs. Where the conditional feature Ph is the name of the phrase contained the prosodic word at left of X. PL is the length of Ph. MPhYN is a value of yes/no which indicates whether the Ph is an embedded phrase or not. B is the boundary type of X. There are four different types. They are "| |", "| (", ") |", and ") (". "| |" means that the PWs in the both sides of X are in the same phrase. "| (" means that X is the left boundary of an embedded phrase. Similarly, the ") |" means that X is the right boundary of an embedded phrase. The ") (" means that X is located between two embedded phrases. The probabilities of being a PPh boundary for different boundary types observed from COSPRO corpus are demonstrated in Table 2 . The probability of PPh in ") (" is much higher than others which means that having a PPh break between two complete syntactic units is preferred.
can be derived from annotated training corpora by Maximum-likelihood or Maximum Entropy estimations. The complete PPh production model is shown below.
PPh Production Model:
Input: A sequence of sentences with word, POS, PW and syntactic structure annotated.
Algorithm: For each input sentence,
Step 1. Assign B3 to every place with punctuation markers of comma, period, question mark, exclamation mark, and semicolon.
Step 2. For each PW boundary X, derive the value of
Step 3. Determine the number of PPhs m in the input sentence by a control parameter n which is an integer value proportional to the intended speech rate. m=[Length of sentence/n] ,where n are usually set to 5 or 7 for normal speed. Figure 5 shows the algorithm of producing complete prosody. In Step (1) of the algorithm, we read in a text of multiple paragraphs with punctuations. In
Step (3) we use a PW model [4] to predict PW boundaries B2. For long sentences, which are longer than 10 characters, the PPh production algorithm will be applied to mark B3. After we decide PPhs, at step (5) we mark B5 before identify breath group BG, since the location of a B4 depends on the length of PG and speech rate. Since PG is a discourse unit and usually is a complete paragraph, naturally we use periods and question marks to predict PG. On the other hand, BG is caused by physical constrain of human exhale cycles. It is obvious that predicting of breath groups depends on speech rate and length of PGs. Normally, 20~30 syllables are produced in each exhale cycle. Table 3 shows the statistics of the 4 speakers on COSPRO 01 data. Within a long PG, we need to find natural stopping points for inhale and next exhale cycle. For every PG, we use following heuristic rules to mark B4 in the step (6).
(1) Every end of a sentence is a possible candidate of B4 and obviously B5 is mandatory a B4. (2) For each B4 candidate, if the number of characters to the next B5 is greater than 40 or the followed sentences has more than 30 characters, then we mark it as B4. After those steps, we had text of multiple paragraphs marked with different levels of boundary breaks as output file. Then the prosody of the text is established by the boundary breaks. 
Experimental Results and Evaluations
Cross-validation was applied on the data COSPRO 01. The COSPRO 01 was split into six subparts 100 paragraphs each. Each subpart was tested in turn with other 5 subparts as training data. We also used COSPRO 05 as testing data for open test.
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performances of prediction models, we propose three different sets of evaluation metrics. Each set of evaluation metrics consists of recall, precision, and balanced F-score, the harmonic mean of precision and recall, but with slightly different senses. The first set of evaluation metrics takes each human performance as standard. As a result it shows the degree of consistency between machine and human performances. We proposed a second evaluation metric called weighted precision to evaluate the quality of our prediction. The idea is that more speakers agree upon the boundary break which gets more weight. If one speaker agrees with the position, we give the weight 0.25. If two speakers agree with the position, we give the weight 0.5. If all four speakers agree with the position, we give the full weight 1. The third set of metrics of evaluation is called "general precision" which a prediction of break type matching any one of speaker is considered correct.
Evaluation results and analysis
We evaluate the performances of each individual model and compare them with human produced prosody. The first section is the evaluation results of PPh model, and the next section contains evaluations for B4 (breath groups) and B5 (prosodic phrase groups).
The evaluation results of PPh model
PPh model was applied by controlling parameter of speech rates at two different values n=5 and 7. The results of cross validation on COSPRO 01 with respect to four different speakers F01, F02, M01, and M02, are showed in Table 4 and Table 5 . The F-Score of our model is around 73%. We also calculate the consistency among speakers. The consistency among four speakers of prosodic phrases on COSPRO 01 is shown in Table 6 . The F-Score of speaker's consistency on COSPRO 01 are around 75%. The Results show that our model performs almost comparable with the human speaker's consistency. Table 4 and 5 also show the weighted precision in different n, and the weighted precisions are over 80%. In Table 7 , the lowest weighted precision of four speakers in CORPOS 01 is 80%, and the weighted precision in our model is comparable with human speakers. Regarding the general precision of our model, over 88% of our predictions are marked as PPh by at least one of those four speakers. These evaluation results show that our model performs well and can consistently identify prosodic phrases. Table 8 shows the evaluation results of PPh model in comparing with two speakers M051 and F051 at different speech rates n. The F-Score of our model is around 78%. It is close to the F-Score of human speaker's consistency of 80% shown in the Table 9 . Because there are only two speakers in COSPRO 05, we do not evaluate the weighted precision and general precision. Table 10 shows the results of BGs on COSPRO 05, and the F-scores are around 55%-60%. The human speaker's consistency of BGs in COSPRO 05 shown in Table 12 is about 0.59. The inconsistency of BGs may be due to the physical difference between the human speakers and the broader scope of BGs. The variation of BGs makes the difficulty of prediction. Our predictions of BGs are close to the human speaker's consistency of BGs. Table 11 shows the result of PGs on COSPRO 05. The human speaker's consistency of PGs on COSPRO 05 is 63%. Compare to Table 12 , the F-score of our prediction is much lower than the F-Score of consistency. The main reason is we do not have paragraph mark in the text. So we mark every period punctuation as prosodic phrase group. It results in the low precision in PG prediction. Another reason may be that the trained transcribers used not only text information but also acoustic information. We only use text information, so the precisions of our prediction are much lower. 
Conclusions and Future Works
This is the first attempt to build a model to predict prosody from text. We used the syntactic structure of text to predict prosodic phrase and used heuristic rules and punctuations to predict breath group and prosodic phrase group. Because the low consistency means the variety of possibility, it makes the difficulty to predict the boundary breaks. Our weighted precision for PPhs on COSPRO 01 is better than some speakers. We have shown our model can predict a reasonable prosody form text. Although we have predicted the prosody model from text, how to use semantic information to group prosodic phrase group is another way to improve our predictions. Using semantic information to predict end of paragraph may help to predict prosodic phrase group. Because we only use punctuation information to determine the end of paragraph, how to use semantic information to detect the change of topic will be our future research.
